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FORWARD
Hello from Joy Ventures and welcome to “Emerging 
Wellbeing Opportunities in Gaming,” our second report 
focusing on new frontiers in wellbeing innovation, in 
partnership with our dear friends at Transformative Tech.

Joy Ventures’ mission is to build and fund companies 

developing consumer products for wellbeing. Our singular 

focus in this nascent product category enables us to 

drive innovation from the ideation, pre-venture stage 

all the way to investing in companies that are already 

on their way. With a growing portfolio, three academic 

grant cycles under our belt, and deep collaborations with 

universities and design institutes, we have spearheaded 

a multidisciplinary ecosystem that serves as the fertile 

ground for the creation and success of wellbeing 

startups. The events of the last year have catalyzed 

public interest and demand in the consumer wellbeing 

space and we see it as our role now more than ever to 

help aspiring entrepreneurs take the first leap into this 

fast growing, but still underdeveloped market segment. 

To this end, we are excited to release this report, which 

aims to shed light on a rising category that we believe 

holds tremendous potential for innovation: wellbeing 

gaming. With over 244 million video game players in the 

United States alone and an abundance of new research 

demystifying the positive effects of games, we see an 

unprecedented opportunity to cross-pollinate innovation 

from the wellness and gaming industries, towards the 

development of entirely new consumer experiences. 

Through this report, we hope to inspire you and invite 

you, our community of passionate wellbeing innovators, 

to consider how this leading form of entertainment can 

be leveraged to address some of the biggest needs 

for human wellbeing: from social connectedness to 

emotional resilience and beyond. 

 

As you embark on this journey, we at Joy are here to 
stand by your side and help you take the right step 
forward towards launching the next big wellbeing 
venture. Let the games begin :)!

Dr. Hagit Alon
Chief Scientist
Joy Ventures

Miri Polachek
CEO

Joy Ventures

Sabrina Kestenbaum
Marketing Director

Joy Ventures



WELLBEING: ‘EASTER EGG’ 
OPPORTUNITIES IN CASUAL 
GAMES' MARKET

games to relieve stress and anxiety or boost 

cognitive performance, and more than 45% are 

seeking to develop strategic thinking and soft 

skills, boost physical health or add new social 

connections.2

New opportunities to stand out
in a crowded market
This year, we are witnessing the rise of casual 

players, who are more likely to seek emotional 

support, social connection or skilling in gaming. We 

believe the wellbeing value-add can be a unique 

differentiator for startups seeking to tap into the 

casual gaming market, which is predominantly 

made up of mobile gamers and is expected to 

reach $100 billion in revenue in 2020.3  This report 

aims to highlight exciting areas for innovation 

within this new product category, and identify blue 

ocean opportunities for you to initiate and develop.

The Covid-19 crisis has spurred an 
explosive growth in the gaming industry
More people are playing games than ever before, amid 

social distancing orders, school closures and canceled 

travel plans. In the United States alone, three out of 

four people, or 244 million, play some amount of video 

games.1 U.S. consumer spending on video games may 

exceed a record $50 billion this year.

 

Consumer expectations are shifting
The global pandemic has accelerated a wide adoption 

of digital solutions that emphasize psychological, 

emotional and social wellbeing. Consumers who are 

making their purchasing decisions through the prism 

of wellness are increasingly expecting similar value-

add from video games. In fact, in a survey conducted 

by Joy Ventures in October 2020, more than 50% of 

respondents said they are playing

INTRODUCTION

Why We Play?
Our survey takes a closer look at the 

added wellbeing value people expect a 
game will provide
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JOINING FORCES: 
GAMES AS SOCIAL HUBS
As millions around the world are struggling to 
navigate loneliness and are seeking connection, 
games can be key to fostering meaningful social 
relationships and creating positive impact in 
communities.

User Value
The loneliness epidemic is rising. Even before 

Covid-19, countries like the U.S., China and the 

United Kingdom reported that more than 50% of 

their adults suffer from loneliness as more people 

are relocating for work and losing ties with friends 

and family.  In 2020, remote work and lack of face-

to-face socialization have exacerbated that 

problem, and consumers are increasingly seeking 

products and experiences that help them build 

meaningful relationships. For many, video games 

offer compelling social benefits: 50% of players 

this year say gaming helps the family spend time 

together, 40% report meeting people they otherwise 

wouldn’t have met, and 30% say they’ve met a 

spouse or significant other through video game 

playing.4 In our own survey, more than 45% say they

are looking for social connectedness as an added 

value to playing games. 

 

Market Size
The multiplayer industry was projected to reach 

$43b by 2021 (this projection was made before the 

outbreak of Covid-19,5 and it can only be assumed 

that the value has greatly increased since). 

Outside of the gaming industry, the rising need 

for on-demand social support and connection 

has created plenty of business opportunities for 

companies offering a wide range of digital solutions 

that tackle loneliness, from friend-making apps and 

companion bots to virtual support communities. 

Games that maximize the potential of positive 

bonding and friendship can appeal to both 

multiplayer gamers as well as consumers seeking 

out  new social experiences, allowing companies to 

unlock an entirely new market segment.

Advantages
While loneliness may be a subjective feeling, 

success metrics such as the number and frequency 

of social connections outside of the games are

relatively easy to measure. Additionally, multiplayer 

games inherently enable connection between 

players.  Designing a game that fosters steady, 

meaningful connections inside and outside the 

game universe could be a relatively small gap to fill.

Challenges
According to Steffan Kabbelgaard, CEO of 

BetaDwarf, a gaming startup focused on social 

connection (see: page 6), friendship games usually 

have a hard time encouraging heart-to-heart 

conversations that create a sense of bonding 

between players. “Two people disclosing intimate 

secrets is the highest form of reciprocation. Most 

current games are focused on groups of five or 

more, and disclosure has close to zero chance of 

happening in such groups.”

OPPORTUNITY
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“I think there may be an increase in games trying 

to tackle loneliness. Games are already good 

at it, but never have been directly aimed at 

solving or reducing it, it's more of a by-product. 

Our vision has been underway before Covid-19, 

which just makes an already big issue much 

worse. We haven't seen others actively make their 

games from scratch for this issue, but have seen 

companies figuring it out on the go and doing 

amazing things now, such as Eve Online, which has 

created many close friendships.”

Denmark-based developer BetaDwarf raised $6.6 million in a 

Series A funding last year with plans to develop a new game genre 

focused on friendships.  BetaDwarf said it wants to build close 

connections between players with algorithm-driven bonding, giving 

them reasons to continue playing together.

STARTUP SPOTLIGHT

Steffan Kabbelgaard
CEO



“21ST CENTURY SKILLS”: 
TRANSFERRING IN-GAME 
BENEFITS TO REAL LIFE
The rapid advancement of AI and digital 
technologies has disrupted the way we live, work 
and interact with each other. Games can play a 
critical role in developing soft skills often referred to 
as the 4Cs - collaboration, communication, critical 
thinking and creativity. 

User Value
In the past decade, the growing soft skills gap has 

plagued the generation of Millennials, who are less 

comfortable with conflict and avoid face-to-face 

conversations, instead preferring online messaging 

or e-mail.  Meanwhile, as Zoom calls with friends 

and colleagues are becoming the new normal, self-

management, effective communication, empathy 

and collaboration are more critical than ever. In 

the last two months, a significant percentage of 

respondents in our survey found it much harder to 

collaborate with others and said they’d like to use 

games to improve their communication skills.

Research has shown that players can acquire 

prosocial skills when they play games “designed to 

reward effective cooperation, support, and 

helping behaviors.”6

Market Size
The soft skills training market is expected to reach 

$38b by 2027 from $15b in 2019.7

Advantages
As the Millennial and incoming Gen Z generations 

are dominating the workplace, games are reshaping 

the corporate training market, creating lucrative 

B2B opportunities. And with AI innovations affecting 

jobs across industries, human-side skills play an 

increasingly crucial role as the nature of 

work evolves.

Challenges
Chethan Ramachandran, CEO of Skillprint, 

a gaming company focused on improving soft skills 

(see: page 8) says startups may have a hard time 

defining the scope of the problem and finding use-

cases they can credibly go after to show some 

efficacy. “The challenge for young companies with 

something like education and growing soft skills is 

the definitional problem - what are the soft skills? 

Everybody knows they have them but no one 

defines what they are. The canonical parameters of 

how you measure it are not defined either.” 

OPPORTUNITY
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“A lot of investors and advisers have taken to 

calling them “power skills” or “21st century skills.” 

It’s about learning to learn, a more dynamic 

knowledge framework to understand the world 

around me and remix the skills I have to meet the 

moment - either the situation or the group I am 

working with. We actually think that our product is 

much more beneficial for those hard-to-measure 

soft skills. Using games, we can generate data 

that gives you an insight into someone’s mind.” 

Oakland, California-based Skillprint uses games, quizzes, and 

interactive stories to analyze players’ activity and predict their 

cognitive skills, personality, and values. On top of its machine 

learning platform, Skillprint enables personalized learning and career 

pathways. The company is currently in private beta. 

STARTUP SPOTLIGHT

Chethan Ramachandran
CEO



LEVELING UP 
EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE 
THROUGH GAMES
As consumers are becoming more aware of physical, 
psychological and lifestyle aspects of wellbeing, 
there is a surge in demand for effective solutions 
that boost the ability to overcome everyday stress 
and adversity.

User Value
With rapid pace and “always-on” intensity of modern 

life, stress and anxiety levels are reaching an all-

time high. At the same time, the ‘mindful consumers’ 

of today have awakened to the importance of 

integrating solutions that help maintain emotional 

and mental wellbeing in the everyday, and 

businesses are scurrying to meet this demand. 

Some researchers suggest that playing games with 

“minimal interfaces, short-term commitments, and 

a high degree of accessibility can boost players’ 

moods, promote relaxation, and ward off anxiety”.8 

According to our survey, more than 45% of gamers 

report feeling better after playing. 

Market Size
According to the Global Wellness Institute, based on 

consumer spend in 2019, the mental wellness industry 

is a $121 billion market.9 

Advantages
There is a real market need for digital solutions that 

support mental & emotional wellbeing. Unlike games 

focused on soft skills, mental health effects can be 

measured and quantified. Additionally, games can 

offer highly personalized experiences based on the 

player’s own physiological signals, by leveraging 

biofeedback and wearable devices. As today’s 

identity-driven consumers increasingly seek offerings 

reflective of their personal interests, behaviors and 

tastes, games can reach both younger and older 

generations where they exist while still creating 

meaningful impact on wellbeing.

Challenges
Not all games that claim to improve emotional & 

mental wellbeing are evidence-based, and many 

companies struggle to prove their science-based 

efficacy. Working with a clinical partner is crucial, 

says Silja Litvin of eQuoo, an emotional fitness 

game, which is among the 2% of wellbeing apps that 

have undergone a clinical trial published in a peer-

reviewed paper.  “The market is oversaturated with 

products that we don’t know if and how they work. 

There is no second chance, so work on 

the evidence.” 

OPPORTUNITY



STARTUP SPOTLIGHT

The PlayNice Institute builds evidence-based games that 

promote emotional health and wellbeing for children and youth. 

Its neurofeedback game Mindlight, designed in collaboration with 

psychologists and children themselves, has been proven to be as 

effective as 12 weeks of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy. In the game, the 

player needs to save his grandma from evil forces by chasing away or 

uncovering “fear events” and solving puzzles.

 “Video games use failure as motivational tools and provide only intermittent 

chances for large-scale success. As behaviorists have documented for 

decades, the kinds of intermittent reinforcement schedules that are doled out 

to video game players are the most effective for “training” new behaviors.  Being 

immersed in these gaming environments teaches players an essential basic 

lesson: Persistence in the face of failure reaps valued rewards. When faced with 

failure, players are highly motivated to return to the task of winning, and they 

are ‘relentlessly optimistic’ about reaching their goals.”10

Isabela Granic
Professor of Developmental 

Psychopathology at Radboud 
University and the co-founder of 

the PlayNice Institute



‘A Real Mistake In The Wellness Gaming Space’

You said it yourself: Ultimately, it’s about fun.  

More than 60% of respondents in our survey marked "fun" as 

the most important motivating driver to play a new game. 

To learn the four keys to increase engagement 

through fun, check out Nicole Lazarro’s talk: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEmNRRRqgNc 

A FEW MORE WELLNESS GAMING STARTUPS FOR INSPIRATION:

Champions of the Shengha
A biofeedback-based card battler in which 
the emotional state of the player is the magic 
controller. The game is clinically backed.

https://www.championsoftheshengha.com/

Sparx
A CBT-based, clinically backed, quest game 
that helps players cope with negative feelings.

https://www.sparx.org.nz/home

Destiny’s sword
Massive multiplayer online role-playing 
game, which work through empathy and 
management of team’s mental health.

https://2dogsgames.com/

Sea of Solitude
A game that deals with the player’s 
loneliness and fears.

https://www.ea.com/en-gb/games/sea-of-solitude

The guardians
An MIT-originated game that rewards and 
encourages healthy habit formation and teaches 
skills to better cope with emotion regulation.

https://guardians.media.mit.edu/

Pode
An adventure puzzle game that can be solved 
only by helpful collaboration with your co-player.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/944080/Pode/

Sky: Children of the Light
A social adventure game that encourages 
compassion and social interaction. 

https://thatskygame.com/

Kind Words
Anonymous concerns and sorrows get 
answered by kind strangers.

https://popcannibal.com/kindwords/

“The wellness added value appeals to some 

people but mostly people play because it’s 

really fun. In a lot of cases they are 

science-first designs which many times leaves 

out the fun and so you are never going to have a 

user base that is emphatically alive and excited 

to keep playing. Fun should always be #1 and 

the truth is you’re going to have more fun it’s 

good for you.”

Robin Arnott
 CEO

Andromeda 

Entertainment



We believe that a successful wellbeing product combines an 

understanding of human needs with a validated, science-backed 

solution. Games, which deliver tangible results in a fun-wrapped 

package, offer a unique advantage to companies competing in the 

crowded wellbeing market, where user engagement and retention are 

often challenging. As individuals increasingly scrutinize the products 

they purchase for their wellbeing value-add, games that help users 

build meaningful connections, boost resilience and succeed in life will 

resonate with current consumer sentiments. We’d like to encourage 

you to join this movement that brings radical change to a huge 

product category for the benefit of the 21st century society.

Are you game? 
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About Joy Ventures
Joy Ventures is a startup studio focused exclusively on building, funding 

and supporting companies developing consumer products for wellbeing.

Founded in 2017, the Joy Ventures philosophy is that life-changing 

companies are born at the intersection of technology, science and 

human-centered design. Joy Ventures is cultivating a new generation of 

companies creating unforgettable consumer experiences that positively 

impact how we live, play, learn, and connect. Joy offers a unique 

investment model: funding and supporting founders and startups at 

various stages, seeding ideas, collaborating on new venture creation, and 

advancing innovation and early technology development. The studio’s 

singular focus allows it to provide deep domain expertise, guidance and 

a global network of strategic industry and academic partners to founders 

from the ideation phase all the way to round A & beyond. Joy is a team of 

product experts, venture builders, scientists and entrepreneurs passionate 

about innovating products that help people live more joyfully, with lasting 

impact on wellbeing.

About Transformative Technologies
Transformative Technologies mission is to educate, gather, and activate 

passionate people committed to building the next generation of 

transformative technologies that will redefine wellbeing for the next 

decade. What is transformative tech?  Exponential Technologies like AI, 

sensors, robotics, synthetic biology and more applied to the human inner 

and interpersonal landscape to support happiness, connection and 

growth. Interested? We hope so because there has never been a more 

crucial time for people like you to participate in the advancement of 

technology for humankind.

Outreach & Support 

The best ideas are born from a collaborative ecosystem. 

If you are a passionate innovator looking for guidance or funding 

we invite you to contact us:

ideas@joyventures.com 

If you are interested in partnering with Joy on our innovation & ideation 

programs or investments,  we invite you to contact: 

Marketing Director | Sabrina Kestenbaum | sabrina@joyventures.com

NYX Technologies Reflect Innovation Embr Labs MyndLift

Zoog.aiSangaEmpathic TechnologiesVi Technologies

Portfolio
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